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As one of the largest managers of fixed income in the country, 
Fiera Capital’s Integrated Fixed Income (IFI) team carries 
significant weight in terms of influencing an issuer’s funding 
costs and promoting alignment with sustainable initiatives. We 
can therefore be an agent of change for the industry, and as 
such, we take it upon ourselves to consider ESG factors in all 
aspects of our investment process.

Despite the popularity of ESG investing, fixed income 
investors have little clarity around how it actually takes place 
in their portfolios. We propose that there are three elements 
to the proper incorporation of ESG factors into fixed income 
portfolios: Integration; Engagement; and Reporting. Below, we 
discuss how the IFI team leverages this model to make ESG 
analysis part and parcel of the investment process. 
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The words Environmental, Social and Governance have become  
commonplace in the lexicon of investors of late. Though the ESG 
spotlight often falls on equity investors, the consideration of 
ESG factors is equally paramount in the world of fixed income, 
both from an investor and an issuer’s point of view. 
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Integration 

The first element is that ESG analysis must not be considered 
an afterthought – it must be fully integrated in the investment 
decision-making process from start to finish. The objective of 
active management is to form a differentiated view relative to 
market consensus and select candidates to over- and under-
weight to materialize this view. A holistic due diligence process 
which integrates ESG factors dives deeper into elements 
that have the potential to influence a company’s financial 
performance. We thus must identify which, if any, ESG factors 
may have a material positive or negative impact on a company 
and determine if the compensation is commensurate with 
the risk. By digging deeper, a competitive edge can be gained 
through a better understanding of how traditional financial and 
non-traditional non-financial factors can influence a company’s 
costs, risks, opportunities and competitive advantages. 
Therefore, in every company research report produced, we 
include a formal ESG section highlighting both positive and 
negative ESG aspects that our credit analysis has identified. The 
results of this analysis feed directly into the valuation conclusion. 

The proper integration of ESG factors within an investment 
process becomes even more important as one considers the 
myriad of ESG data providers offering their services, each with a 
proprietary ranking model. Though the emergence of these data 
providers is certainly a step in the right direction, there is a lack 
of standardization and data gaps of issuers not captured, which 
can often complicate – rather than simplify – ESG consideration 

into the research process. Third-party scoring systems essentially 
combine variable sources of public raw data, such as employee 
turnover, carbon emissions, workplace injury rates and 
controversies to name a few – although quite comprehensive 
and easily consumable by end users, this methodology may not 
capture nuanced factors that have the potential to influence a 
company’s ESG profile, necessitating a more thoughtful approach. 

We believe that though these data providers certainly have 
their place in the investment decision-making process, they 
should be a complement to in-house ESG research, rather than 
being used as a base. In the integration of ESG factor inputs, 
seasoned credit analysts with strong issuer awareness and sector 
expertise are best-positioned to determine the materiality of 
these factors and assess how much they may affect a company’s 
ability to pay its obligations, potentially modifying the required 
yield compensation we would seek. Diving deeper to uncover 
information that’s not readily available and scrutinizing that 
information to determine what it means for the financial 
performance of a company is the fundamental purpose of a 
bottom-up credit research process. The philosophy is the same 
for ESG analysis – it takes a deep understanding of an industry 
and a company to form a proper opinion.

Integrating ESG factors directly into the analysis means 
spending the time and resources to assure proper sector 
coverage and scrutinization of outside ESG data, but our team is 
confident that the benefits far exceed the costs.

Case Study: Canadian Real Estate Issuer

In a recent due diligence, the IFI team analyzed the Canadian real estate sector and identified an issuer that 
had an overall third-party ESG rating in the fourth quartile in its sector. One reason cited for the poor rating 
was that the company lagged its peers in offering formal employee benefits and engagement programs. 
Though concerning, it reflected a backward-looking assessment and is currently being addressed by 
management. On a positive note within its core real estate business, the company continues to bring further 
initiatives to capitalize on green building opportunities, certifying a substantial portion of its portfolio to 
high green building standards and improving the indoor environmental light and air quality of its properties, 
which are impressive and beneficial achievements that should result in an improved ESG score. We viewed 
the ESG rating as overly penalizing, as we did not acknowledge any corporate governance issues within the 
company and believe the real estate company is ahead of peers in terms of corporate social responsibility 
while it continues to focus on its energy consumption initiatives within its real estate portfolio.
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Engagement 

Given our size in the industry, we are fortunate that when we 
call corporate management teams, they answer the phone. We 
can shamelessly say that we take advantage of this in order to 
engage with our portfolio companies (and potential portfolio 
companies) as often as possible. Direct and regular engagement 
with issuers helps to gain greater clarity on management and 
learn about how they intend to mitigate ESG-related risks that 
have been identified by our team’s credit analysts. Publicly 
available data provides a sufficient picture at a point in time and 
captures what has already occurred, but we are less interested 
in what has happened, and more interested in what may 
happen in the future. A holistic forward assessment is possible 
only with a dedicated credit analysis team that is constantly 
engaging with companies – asking pointed questions to 
company management teams and gauging their answers. This 
is made possible only if a team has sufficient resources, people 
and data to effectively identify areas of concern and engage on 
important ESG topics. 

Importantly, this engagement with companies must be a 
two-way street. While they do provide us with ESG information 
that helps us make investment decisions, we also provide them 
knowledge of what the Street would like to see in terms of 
their ESG philosophy. That is, we effect change by identifying 
opportunities to engage with a company’s management and 
put forth recommendations for them to consider or adopt that 
would better align with investor interests. This engagement 
should lead to the company’s bond issues becoming more 

amenable to large investors who consider ESG in their 
investment process and result in a more favourable cost of 
capital for the company. It is not rare to have issuers reach out 
to us to discuss potential ESG issues, asking for advice on how 
they can manage it and improve their practices to alleviate 
any potential investor concerns. By engaging with companies, 
we thus garner more information which informs our decision-
making process, while also helping to improve the company's 
ESG practices: a win-win situation. 

For example, at the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, we 
identified sectors that were expected to be most impacted. 
Within the highly-impacted sectors, such as oil & gas, autos, 
travel and real estate, our team identified issuers most at risk 
and began engaging with management teams to understand 
how they were managing and mitigating risks. One example 
of frequent engagement is with a leading owner and operator 
of senior residences in Canada, whose tenant base primarily 
consisted of long-term care and retirement residences, one of 
the most at-risk demographics. Our goal was to obtain regular 
business updates and get more disclosure on COVID-19 related 
impacts on their operations, as well as to review ESG risks 
related to the pandemic. We focused on the health and well-
being of tenants and staff, as well as potential financial risks. 

During meetings with company management, we advocated 
for performance transparency of its facilities, as well as 
management’s response to the pandemic, while ensuring the 
company was taking all necessary steps to protect its tenants 
and staff from virus spread within its facilities. As a result, the 
company has continued to improve its disclosures and provide 
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key updates to all stakeholders, including now-daily updates 
on each of its properties, which helps to better track the 
progress and more readily identify areas of concern before they 
materialize into larger financial and societal risks. Furthermore, 
the company has also hired additional health-care experts and 
increased communications with residents and their families. 
Given the severity of COVID-19 on the company’s business 
model, we are pleased with the company’s actions to address 
such a challenge while maintaining a solid credit profile. 

Finally, it’s critical that engagement not be an isolated event 
prompted by a new issuance or refunding of existing debt. The 
conversations between analyst and management should be 
ongoing and documented accordingly to track the company’s 
progress towards sustainability initiatives.

Reporting 

The final key in the proper consideration of ESG factors in fixed 
income portfolios is the necessity of clear and accurate reporting. 
For ESG-aware investors focused on competitive investment 
returns, it is important to be able to access and understand how 
ESG risks are being managed within their portfolio. This data 
can take many forms: noting which companies were included or 
excluded based on positive or negative screens; analysis around 
which holdings are under- or overweight based on ESG risks; 
revealing statistics around how many ESG-related meetings a 
portfolio manager held with the issuers in their portfolio and 
what topics were discussed. These discussions and disclosures 
help create greater transparency for ESG-conscious investors. 

Reporting is evolving beyond traditional financial metrics. 
Demonstrating the beneficial societal impacts is imperative, yet 
a comprehensive dataset remains elusive to date. Third-party 
ESG data for the Canadian fixed income landscape continue to 
be limited as coverage of many important metrics is available for 
less than half of the investible universe. As a potential agent of 
change, one goal of our team is to help enrich the data. We not 
only engage with companies, we also engage with third-party 
ESG providers to offer on-going feedback to improve coverage.

A primary reporting objective of ours is to enhance ESG 
performance tracking. We are working towards developing 
solutions to present ESG metrics benchmarked intuitively for 
investors. Examples include better identification of differentiating 
ESG factors, measuring the impact of ESG integration and 
comparing our funds (in which we integrate ESG factors 
directly into the investment process) to explicitly ESG-labeled 
funds (which exclude certain sectors and companies based on 
ESG criteria). Complete ESG data is still unavailable for many 

companies, making portfolio comparison difficult to date, but 
we are working hard to change this. With more data availability 
through external providers and internally-driven efforts, we 
expect further improvement, making reporting even more 
transparent for investors in the coming years.

Bottom line: 
Holistic ESG integration to  
maximize outcomes 

ESG investing is not limited to ESG labelled funds. A true 
ESG framework must fully integrate ESG factors into every 
aspect of the decision-making process. The framework should 
start with the identification of risks tied to ESG, but it cannot 
end there: ongoing engagement with management teams 
and clear reporting to end investors are both crucial. Using 
this approach, we can better deliver on client investment 
objectives while also aligning with ESG goals.
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fiera.com

Fiera Capital Corporation is a global asset management firm with affiliates in various jurisdictions (collectively, “Fiera Capital”). The information and opinions expressed herein 
are provided for informational purposes only. It is subject to change and should not be relied upon as the basis of any investment or disposition decisions. While not exhaustive in 
nature, these Important Disclosures provide important information about Fiera Capital and its services and are intended to be read and understood in association with all materials 
available on Fiera Capital’s websites. 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. All investments pose the risk of loss and there is no guarantee that any of the benefits expressed herein will be achieved or 
realized. The information provided herein does not constitute investment advice and should not be relied on as such. It should not be considered a solicitation to buy or an offer 
to sell any security or other financial instrument. It does not take into account any investor’s particular investment objectives, strategies, tax status or investment horizon. There 
is no representation or warranty as to the current accuracy of, or responsibility for, decisions based on such information. Any opinions expressed herein reflect a judgment at the 
date of publication and are subject to change at any point without notice. Although statements of fact and data contained in this presentation have been obtained from, and are 
based upon, sources that Fiera Capital believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee their accuracy, and any such information may be incomplete or condensed. No liability will be 
accepted for any direct, indirect, incidental or consequential loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use of all or any of this material. Any charts, graphs, and descriptions of 
investment and market history and performance contained herein are not a representation that such history or performance will continue in the future or that any investment 
scenario or performance will even be similar to such chart, graph, or description. 

Any charts and graphs contained herein are provided as illustrations only and are not intended to be used to assist the recipient in determining which securities to buy or sell, or 
when to buy or sell securities. Any investment described herein is an example only and is not a representation that the same or even similar investment scenario will arise in the 
future or that investments made will be as profitable as this example or will not result in a loss. All returns are purely historical, are no indication of future performance and are 
subject to adjustment. 

Certain information contained in this material constitutes “forward-looking statements,” which can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” 
“should,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “project,” “estimate,” “intend,” “continue,” or “believe” or the negatives thereof or other variations thereon or comparable terminology. Due to 
various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results, including actual performance, may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. 
Views expressed regarding a particular company, security, industry or market sector should not be considered an indication of trading intent with respect to any funds or accounts 
managed by any Fiera Capital entity. 

Each entity of Fiera Capital only provides investment advisory services or offers investment funds only in those jurisdictions where such entity and/or the relevant product is registered 
or authorized to provide such services pursuant to an applicable exemption from such registration. Thus, certain products, services, and information related thereto provided in the 
materials may not be available to residents of certain jurisdictions. Please consult the specific disclosures relating to the products or services in question for further information 
regarding the legal requirements (including any offering restrictions) applicable to your jurisdiction. For details on the particular registration of, or exemptions therefrom relied upon 
by, any Fiera Capital entity, please consult https://www.fieracapital.com/en/fiera-capital-entities.
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